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CONCURRING OPINION 

BRION, J.: 

I write this CONCURRING OPINION to reflect the positions I have 
consistently taken and presented to the Court as my Dissent during the long 
period that this case had been pending. 

I find, as the ponencia now finally finds, that the challenged Comelec 
resolutions suffered from gross errors, amounting to grave abuse of 
discretion, that fatally affect the exercise of its jurisdiction. Contrary to the 
challenged Comelec resolutions, Dano satisfied the one-year residency 
required of candidates running for the local elective position of Mayor. 

First. Dano successfully fulfilled all the requirements under Republic 
Act (RA) No. 9225, in relation with Section 39 of the Local Government 
Code (LGC), to successfully run for the position of Mayor of Sevilla, Bohol. 

Second, Dano's four-month stay in the U.S., after she re-established 
her domicile in Sevilla with the filing of her application for voter 
registration, cannot be considered an interruption of the required one-year 
residency immediately preceding the day of the elections. Specifically, 
continued and uninterrupted actual bodily presence - or even 
substantial physical presence - at the local government unit where a 
candidate intends to run, is not required either under Section 39 of the LGC 
or under the Constitution. 

Additionally, under her fully explained circumstances, Dano 's travel 
to and four-month stay in the U.S. cannot be counted against her as it was 
necessary, unavoidable, and demanded by no less than her clear decision to 
settle for good in Sevilla, Bohol - her domicile of origin. Her trip to the 
U.S. was in fact pursuant to her animus non revertendi with respect to the 
U.S. and her animus manendi with respect to Sevilla. She travelled to the 
U.S. - as she claimed and proved -to wind up her affairs there. 

Third, change of residence or domicile is essentially a matter of 
INTENT supported by ACTS confirming the existence of the intent. All 
these must be appreciated under the foundational iules that jurisprudence has 
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established, which I fully discuss below. The Comelec has particularly been 
remiss in appreciating these legal parameters. 

Fourth, the presented evidence does not clearly show, nor lead to the 
conclusion, that Dano committed a deliberate false representation sufficient 
to grant Digal's petition to cancel Dano's CoC. 

Lastly, given that the move to disqualify Dano was filed before the 
election and was a live issue before the electorate, all doubts should have 
been resolved in favor of Dano's qualification after the people of Sevilla, 
Bohol themselves spoke in the May 13, 2013 elections. 

A consequence of the Comelec's gravely abusive rulings was the 
disregard of the voice of the electorate of Sevilla. This is a constitutional 
transgression that this Court cannot and should not allow. 

The Factual Antecedents 

Dano was a natural-born Filipino who hailed from the Municipality of 
Sevilla, in Bohol province. 1 She migrated to the United States of America 
(US.) to work as a nurse, and later acquired American citizenship. 

On March 30, 2012, Dano re-acquired her Filipino citizenship by 
taking her Oath of Allegiance2 to the Republic of the Philippines before the 
Vice Consul, Philippine Consulate General in Los Angeles, California, 
U.S.A. 

On May 2, 2012, Dano applied for voter registration in Sevilla, 
Bohol. Her application was approved on July 16, 2012.3 

After filing her application for voter registration, Dano went back to 
the U.S. on May 10, 2012 to wind up her affairs, specifically, to dispose of 
her U.S. properties and to settle her U.S. obligations in good faith. She 
returned to the Philippines on September 28, 2012. 

On September 30, 2012, she executed a Sworn Renunciation of Any 
and All Foreign Citizenships4 as required under R.A. 9225 for repatriated 
Filipinos who want to run for public elective office. 

On October 4, 2012, Dano filed her Certificate of Candidacy ( CoC)5 

to run as Mayor of Sevilla, Bohol for the May 2013 elections. 

4 

See Comelec Records, p. 82. 
Comelec Records, p. 79. See also Order of Approval and Identification Certificate No. LA-
001162-12/2012 both dated March 30, 2012, and issued by the Consulate General of the 
Philippines, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A., Comelec Records, pp. 80-81. 
Comelec Records, p. 59. 
Id. at 42. 
Id. at 58. 
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Private respondent Marie Karen Joy B. Digal (Diga!), the daughter of 
Ernesita Diga! - Dano 's rival for the mayoralty post - subsequently sought 
the cancellation of Dano' s CoC on the ground that Dano falsely represented 
that she had been a resident of Sevilla for at least one year prior to the May 
13, 2013 elections.6 

Digal argued that Dano's trip to the U.S. before the approval of her 
application for voter registration interrupted her residency in Sevilla. Thus, 
she did not comply with the one-year residency that the law requires. 

Dano won in the May 13, 2013 elections, garnering 3,292 votes 
against her rival's 2,623 votes. 7 

The Comelec First Division Ruling 

In its resolution8 of May 8, 2013, the Comelec First Division 
cancelled Dano' s CoC. The Comelec recognized that Dano had reacquired 
her Filipino citizenship under RA No. 9225;9 had registered as voter in 
Sevilla; and had executed her sworn renunciation of any and all foreign 
citizenships. These notwithstanding, the Comelec ruled that Dano could not 
validly run for public office as she failed to comply with the one-year 
residency required under the Local Government Code (LGC). 

In ruling against Dano, the First Division pointed out that the 
affidavit of the Punong Barangay10 of Poblacion, Sevilla and that of a 
long-time resident11 of Barangay Poblacion (which Dano presented to 
prove that she had in fact been residing in Sevilla) were belied by the 
affidavit of her neighbor, Ceferino Digal (the father of complainant 
Ernesita Digal and the husband of Dano's rival for the mayoralty 
post). 12 

Based on these affidavits, the First Division concluded that from the 
time she executed her Oath of Allegiance on March 30, 2012, up to the time 
she executed her sworn Renunciation of Allegiance on September 30, 2012, 
Dano did not undertake concrete acts to clearly establish her intention to 
abandon her U.S. residency and to choose Sevilla as her domicile of choice. 

Dano received a copy of the Comelec First Division's May 8, 2013 
resolution only on May 21, 2013. 

6 

IO 

II 

12 

Id. at 2-6. 
Id. at 220-221. 
Rollo, pp. 16-23. 
Entitled "An Act Making the Citizenship of Philippine Citizens Who Acquire Foreign Citizenship 
Permanent," approved on August 29, 2003. 
Affidavit of Tristan Cabagnot, Punong Barangay of Poblacion, Sevilla, Bohol, executed on 
November 14, 2012, Comelec Records, p. 99. 
Affidavit of Praxides G. Mosqueda, retired public school teacher and longtime resident of Sevilla, 
Bohol, Comelec Records, p. I 0 I. 
Comelec Records, p. 62. 
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On May 24, 2013, Dano moved before the Comelec En Banc for the 
reconsideration of the First Division's resolution. 13 She alleged the 
following as additional proof of her intent to re-establish domicile in her 
hometown: 

(1) she purchased parcels of land and a residential house, as 
evidenced by a Deed of Sale executed on May 18, 2012; 

(2) she made public her intention to run as mayor of Sevilla, 
Bohol, as early as January 2012; and 

(3) she started to permanently settle in her ancestral home at 
Barangay Poblacion, Sevilla, since January 2012. 

On June 30, 2013, pending the resolution of her motion for 
reconsideration, Dano was proclaimed Mayor of Sevilla. 14 She immediately 
took her oath, assumed office as Mayor, and began discharging the duties of 
her position. 

The Comelec En Banc Ruling 

In its November 20, 2013 resolution, 15 the Comelec En Banc fully 
affirmed the First Division's ruling. 

Echoing the First Division's reasons, the Comelec En Banc similarly 
reasoned that Dano' s application for voter registration alone could not be 
considered sufficient to establish her domicile in Sevilla, since she went 
back to the U.S. soon after. 

By so ruling, the Comelec En Banc effectively agreed with the First 
Division's conclusion that Dano failed to prove that she had established 
the required one-year residency period through her bodily presence in 
Sevilla, Bohol during the required residency period. 

13 

14 

15 

The Issues 

The ponencia summarized the issues as follows: 

( 1) Whether the Comelec committed grave abuse of 
discretion in holding that petitioner (Dano) failed to prove 
compliance with the one-year residency requirement for local 
elective officials; and 

(2) In the event that the cancellation of petitioner's 
(Dano' s) CoC is upheld by this Court, whether she should be 

Id. at 134-140. 
Id. at 145-147. 
Rollo, pp. 24-29. 
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succeeded by the qualified candidate with the next highest 
number of votes (Emesita Digal) or by the Vice-Mayor 
(intervenor Maria Emily D. Dagaang). 

Reasons Supporting My Concurrence 

A. The parameters of the Court's Exercise 
of Judicial Power in acting on this case. 

The problem directly before the Court is the determination of the 
presence or absence of grave abuse of discretion in the Come lee's 
cancellation of Dano' s CoC, based on the false material representation the 
Comelec found in her residency qualifications for the position of Mayor of 
Sevilla. 

Dano challenges the Comelec' s rulings pursuant to Article VIII, 
Section 1 of the Constitution, invoking thereby the exercise of the Court's 
power of judicial review. Article VIII, Section I of the 1987 Constitution 
reads: 

SECTION 1. The judicial power shall be vested in one Supreme 
Court and in such lower courts as may be established by law. Judicial 
power includes the duty of the courts of justice to settle actual 
controversies involving rights which are legally demandable and 
enforceable, and to determine whether or not there has been a grave abuse 
of discretion amounting to lack or excess of jurisdiction on the part of 
any branch or instrumentality of the Government. 

"Grave abuse of discretion," as defined under established rulings, 
means the arbitrary or despotic exercise of power due to passion, prejudice 
or personal hostility; or the whimsical, arbitrary, or capricious exercise of 
power that amounts to an evasion or refusal to perform a positive duty 
enjoined by law or to act at all in contemplation of law. For an act to be 
struck down as having been done with grave abuse of discretion, the abuse 
of discretion must be patent and gross. 16 

The petitioner must show under these legal requirements that the 
Comelec did not simply err either irt its ··appreciation of facts or in the 
application of the law; it so acted in a patently gross manner, thereby acting 
outside the contemplation of the law. 

A(l ). Findings of fact of the Comelec generally 
binds the Court; exceptions. 

Closely related to the limited focus of the present petition is the 
condition, under Section 5, Rule 64 of the Rules of Court, that the 
Come lee's findings of fact, supported by substantial evidence, shall be final 

16 See Mitra v. Comelec, 636 Phil. 753 (2010). 
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and non-reviewable. This rule, however, is subject to the Court's power of 
judicial review under the jurisprudential rule - driven by the nature of 
certiorari proceedings - that findings of facts of administrative bodies (such 
as the Comelec) are recognized as final by the courts if supported by 
substantial evidence. 17 Substantial evidence is that degree of evidence that a 
reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion. 18 

Because of the Court's limited authority to review findings of fact, the 
Court does not review in a certiorari petition the Comelec' s appreciation 
and evaluation of the evidence, except to determine if these findings are 
supported by substantial evidence. If substantial evidence exists, the 
Comelec' s findings and conclusions, even if erroneous, are accorded respect; 
Comelec action under these circumstances merely amount to an error of 
judgment. 

On the other hand, when factual conclusions are not based on 
substantial evidence or when the appreciation and conclusions of fact are 
attended by grave abuse of discretion, the resulting errors mutate from error 
of judgment to error of jurisdiction. 19 In this latter instance, the Court is not 
only obliged, but has the constitutional duty to intervene and must set aside 
the Comelec ruling for lack of jurisdiction. 

B. Dano has successfully fulfilled all 
requirements under RA No. 9225 in 
relation with Section 39 of the LGC, to 
successfully run for the position of 
Mayor of Sevilla, Bohol. 

B(l). The legal requirements 
for candidacy to public office 
of former natural-born 
Filipinos. 

R.A. No. 9225 allows former natural-born Filipino citizens, who were 
subsequently naturalized citizens in a foreign country, to reacquire 
Philippine citizenship by taking an oath of allegiance to the Republic. Once 
the oath of allegiance is taken, the right to enjoy full civil and political rights 
that attach to this citizenship follows, subject to compliance with other 
requirements of the Constitution and applicable laws for the exercise of these 
rights. 

Significantly, no other step is required under these laws, except for 
Filipinos with reacquired citizenship who intend to run for public office who 
must: (1) execute an oath of renunciation, and (2) meet all of the 

17 

18 

19 

Id. 
Section 5, Rule 133 of the Rules of Court. 
See Mitra v. Comelec, supra note 16. 
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qualifications imposed by the Constitution and the law for holding the public 
office. 

Section 5(2) of RA No. 9225 reads on these points: 

Section 5. Civil and Political Rights and Liabilities - Those who 
retain or re-acquire Philippine citizenship under this Act shall enjoy full 
civil and political rights and be subject to all attendant liabilities and 
responsibilities under existing laws of the Philippines and the following 
conditions: 

xx xx 

(2) Those seeking elective public in the Philippines shall meet the 
qualification for holding such public office as required by the Constitution 
and existing laws and, at the time of the filing of the certificate of 
candidacy, make a personal and sworn renunciation of any and all foreign 
citizenship before any public officer authorized to administer an oath; 

xx xx 

The qualifications for holding local elective office are found in Section 39 of 
the LGC which states: 

SECTION 39. Qual{fications. - (a) An elective local official must 
be a citizen of the Philippines, a registered voter in the barangay, 
municipality, city, province or, in the case of a member of the 
sangguniang panlalawigan, sangguniang panlungsod, or sangguniang 
bayan, the district where he intends to be elected; a resident therein for 
at least one (1) year immediately preceding the day of the election; and 
able to read and write Filipino or any other local language or dialect. 

x x x x 

( c) Candidates for the position of mayor or vice-mayor of 
independent component cities, component cities, or municipalities must be 
at least twenty-one (21) years of age on election day. [Emphasis and 
underscoring supplied] 

B(2). Interaction between RA No. 
9225 and Section 39 of the 
LGC. 

An examination of RA No. 9225 and Section 39 of the LGC show that 
they are independent statutes with substantial linkage in the exercise of the 
political right of running for elective office. 

RA No. 9225 deals with reacquisition of citizenship and the grant of 
rights attaching to Filipino citizenship, while Section 39 of the LGC relates 
to the residency requirement to qualify a candidate for public office. While 
the first grants the political and civil rights to reside in the Philippines and 
to run for public office upon reacquisition of Filipino citizenship, the other 
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regulates the exercise of this political right through a residency requirement 
that must be fulfilled to run for and hold an elective public office. 

Under this relationship, RA No. 9225 does not require any residency 
allegation, proof, or qualification to avail of its terms. RA 9225 does not 
also establish residency in the Philippines. Residency is a right that can be 
claimed and that becomes material only when the former natural-born 
Filipino decides to run for public office under the terms of Section 39 of the 
LGC. In this light, the reacquisition of citizenship under RA No.9225 does 
not - by itself - imply nor establish the fact of Philippine residency. 

Notably, too, the civil and political rights that attach to the RA No. 
9225 reacquisition of citizenship are granted upon the reacquisition of 
citizenship. In other words, once Filipino citizenship is reacquired, the right 
to reside in the country as Filipinos and the right to vote and be voted for 
elective office immediately accrue, subject only to limitations applicable to 
the exercise of these rights. 

The proceeding under RA No. 9225 begins with the filing before the 
Bureau of Immigration and Deportation (BID) (or before Philippine 
Consulates in applications filed overseas) of the application for reacquisition 
of Philippine citizenship by the former natural-born Filipino. In this 
proceeding, the BID (or the Philippine Consulate) simply makes a finding on 
the applicant's compliance with the law's requirements. It is only upon 
approval of the application for citizenship reacquisition that the applicant's 
political and civil rights as a Philippine citizen are restored. The enjoyment 
of these restored rights, however, is "subject to all attendant liabilities and 
responsibilities under existing laws of the Philippines. " 

Thus, the BID (or the Philippine Consulate) simply handles the 
approval process that result in the restoration of the applicant's civil and 
political rights. "How and whether the applicant can enjoy or exercise these 
political (and civil) rights are matters that are covered by other laws: the 
full enjoyment of these rights also depends on other institutions and 
agencies, not on the BID itself whose task under RA No. 9225 at that is 

fl . h d ,,20 nzs e . 

In the present case, the Philippine Consulate's Order approving 
Dano's application for reacquisition of Philippine citizenship granted her the 
right to exercise the civil and political right to reside in the country and to 
vote and be voted for. Like other candidates, however, the exercise of her 
right to run for a local elective post may be contested, based on the 
qualifications she represented in her CoC. 

20 
See J. Brion's Dissenting Opinion in Poe-Llamanzares v. Comelec, GR Nos. 221697 and 221698-
700. March 8, 2016. 
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B(3). Dano's Compliance. 

Dano indisputably complied with the R.A. No. 9225 requirements to 
take her oath of allegiance, and executed as well the oath of renunciation of 
U.S. citizenship that allowed her to exercise her right to run for office. 

The present case arose because of the third requirement - the 
residency qualifications set by the Constitution and by the law in running for 
and holding a local elective office. The governing law on this point is 
Section 39 of the LGC quoted above. 

B( 4). Dano and the Residency 
Requirements. 

I find that the Comelec erred and gravely abused its discretion when 
it: 

( 1) grossly misappreciated the evidence; and 

(2) incorrectly analyzed and applied the jurisprudential guidelines 
governing the change of residence and the durational residency 
requirements. 

B(4)(a). Legal Contemplation 
of Residence. 

Under our election laws, the term "residence" is synonymous with 
domicile and refers to the individual's permanent home or the place to 
which, whenever absent (or business or pleasure, one intends to return, 
and depends on the attendant facts and circumstances in confirming the 
individual's intent and actions to carry out this intent. 21 

Domicile is classified into three, namely: (1) domicile of origin, 
which is acquired by every person at birth; (2) domicile of choice, which is 
acquired upon abandonment of the domicile of origin; and (3) domicile by 
operation of law, which the law attributes to a person independently of his 
residence or intention. 

A( 4)(b ). Residency from the 
Jurisprudential Perspective 

In Limbona v. Comelec, 22 the Court pointedly declared that to effect a 
change of domicile or to acquire a domicile of choice, there must concur (1) 
residence or bodily presence in the new locality, (2) a bona fide intention to 
remain there, and (3) a bona fide intention to abandon the old domicile. In 

21 

22 
See Macalintal v. Comelec, 453 Phil. 586 (2003); and Japzon v. Comelec, 596 Phil. 354 (2009). 
619 Phil. 226 (2009). See also Macalintal v. Comelec, supra note 21. 
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other words, there must be animus manendi in new residence, coupled 
with animus non revertendi with respect to the former residence.23 

Under these requirements, no specific unbending rule exists in the 
appreciation of compliance because of the element of intent24 

- an abstract 
and subjective proposition that can only be determined from the sunounding 
circumstances. It must be appreciated, too, that aside from intent is the 
question of the actions taken pursuant to the intent, and the consideration of 
the applicable laws, rules, and regulations. 

Jurisprudence, too, has laid out three basic foundational rules in the 
consideration of residency issues, namely: 

First, a man must have a residence or domicile somewhere; 

Second, when once established, it remains until a new one is acquired; 
and 

Third, a man can have but one residence or domicile at a time. 25 

These are the jurisprudential foundational rules that, hand in hand with the 
established rules on change of domicile, should be fully taken into account 
in appreciating Dano' s circumstances. 

C. The Conflicting Positions on 
Dano 's Compliance with the 
Residency Requirement. 

Dano's domicile of origin is indisputably Sevilla, Bohol. When she 
went to the U.S. and became a naturalized American citizen, however, she 
abandoned her Sevilla domicile in favor of a new U.S. domicile. This new 
U.S. domicile was her domicile of choice. 

Subsequently, she reacquired her Philippine citizenship pursuant to 
RA No. 9225 and decided to resettle in Sevilla, Bohol (her hometown) 
and to run for local public office there. For the second time, Dano chose 
another domicile - Sevilla, Bohol - as evidenced by her acts showing her 
intent to establish a new domicile and by the supporting acts toward this 
objective. 

23 

24 

25 

Limbona explains that the intent to remain in or at the domicile of choice must be for an indefinite 
period of time; the change of residence must be voluntary; and the residence at the place chosen 
for the new domicile must be actual (Limbona v. Comelec, 578 Phil. 364 [2008]). 
See Abella v. Commission on Elections and Larazzabal v. Commission on Elections, 278 Phil. 275 
( 1991 ). See also Pundaodaya v. Comelec, 616 Phil. 167 (2009). 
See Pundaodaya v. Comelec, supra note 24; and Jalosjos v. Comelec, G.R. No. 191970, April 24, 
2012. 
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C(l). Respondent Digal's Evidence. 

Digal faults Dano' s residency claim, and posits that Dano committed 
misrepresentation in her CoC as she was a naturalized American citizen, and 
was not a resident of Sevilla because she failed to re-establish her domicile 
in Sevilla. To support her petition before the Comelec, Digal presented the 
following: 

1) Affidavit of Ceferino Digal, respondent Diga/ 's father and 
husband of Dano 's political riva/;26 

2) Certification of the Comelec Election Officer, dated October 
30, 2012, stating that Dano has no voting record available;27 

and 

3) Certification of the Municipal Assessor's Office, dated October 
30, 2012, stating that Dano has no real property declared under 
her name in the Municipality for taxation purposes.28 

C(2). Petitioner Dano's Evidence. 

Dano, on the other hand, argued in defense that she had reacquired 
Philippine citizenship under RA No. 9225 and had re-established her 
domicile in Sevilla. To prove that she had reacquired Philippine citizenship, 
she presented the following documents:29 

1) Oath of Allegiance; 

2) Identification Certificate No. LA-001162-12/2012; 

3) Order of Approval; and 

4) Affidavit of Renunciation of Any and All Foreign Citizenship. 

She also presented the following documents to prove that she duly re
established her domicile in Sevilla: 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

1) Application for Voter Registration dated May 2, 2012 and 
approved on July 16, 2012;30 

2) Affidavits of Tristan Cabagnot (Punong Barangay of 
Poblacion, Sevilla) and of Paxides G. Mosqueda (a long-time 
resident of Sevilla);31 

Comelec Records, p. 62. 
Id. at 61. 
Id. at 60. 
Id. at 42 and 80-81. 
Id. at 59. 
Dated November 14, 2012, Comelec Records, pp. 99 and 101, respectively. 
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3) Community Tax Certificate issued on February 2, 2012;32 

4) Certification of the Fact of Birth issued by the Office of the 
Civil Registrar, Sevilla, Bohol on January 30, 2012 on Dano's 
request;33 

5) Philippine Passport issued on April 27, 2012;34 

6) Acquisition of real property through a Deed of Absolute Sale 
covering two parcels of land and a residential building situated 
in Poblacion, Sevilla;35 

7) Documents covering the sale of Dano's residential house in 
California, U.S.A. consisting of the Buyer's Inspection Advisory, 
Short Sale Addendum and Disclosure Regarding Real Estate 
Agency relationship;36 and 

8) The Trade Confirmation covering the sale of her shares of 
stocks in the U.S.37 

C(3). Consideration of the Parties' 
Evidence. 

Faced with these pieces of evidence, both the Comelec First Division 
and the En Banc relied on the affidavit of Ceferino Digal over the individual 
affidavits of Tristan Cabagnot (the Punong Barangay of Poblacion, Sevilla) 
and of Praxides G. Mosqueda (an old-time resident of Barangay Poblacion) 
in concluding that Dano failed to prove that she had established her domicile 
at Sevilla, Bohol. 

It should be pointed out that Ceferino Digal, whose affidavit the 
Comelec relied upon, is the father of the complaining respondent Digal and 
the husband of Ernestina Digal, Dano' s mayoralty opponent. Thus, the 
conflict of evidence between a Digal family member, on the one hand, 
and those of the Punong Barangay and an old time resident in Sevilla, 
Bohol, on the other. 

In appreciating these conflicting pieces of evidence, the Comelec 
apparently made no allowances for the bias and partisanship that 
Ceferino Digal obviously suffered from, and at the same time 
disregarded the many moves that Dano had taken to implement her 
change of residence, particularly her application for voter registration 
(taken more than a year before the election) and the implications that such 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

Comelec Records, p. 100. 
Id. at 82. 
Id. at 102. 
Executed by a ce1tain Wardarica T. Tejano, id. at 143-144. 
All dated March 11, 2013, rollo, pp. 39-49. 
Rollo, pp. 51-56. 
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registration carries. The Comelec, as well, disregarded jurisprudential 
rulings that dwelt with the testimonies of barangay chairmen on matters 
within their specific competence.38 

More than all these, the Comelec' s conclusion - that Dano failed to 
prove that she had re-established her domicile in Sevilla - was clearly 
supported solely by the affidavit of Ceferino Digal and none other. 

That the Comelec's conclusion was supported solely by Ceferino 
Digal' s affidavit is clear from the fact that the Certification issued by the 
Comelec Election Officer could not have carried any evidentiary weight 
beyond what it plainly states, i.e., that Dano has no voting record available. 

Note that this Certification was issued on October 30, 2012. Dano 
could not have had any voting record prior to the issuance of the October 30, 
2012 Certification because (1) Dano did not participate and could not have 
participated in the elections held prior to the May 13, 2013 Elections as she 
was still then a U.S. citizen residing in the U.S., and (2) she only applied for 
voter registration on May 2, 2012, which application the Comelec approved 
only in July of the same year. 

Moreover, the election for position of Mayor, as with the other local 
elective positions, is held every three years coinciding with the Office's 
three-year term as provided under Article X, Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This means that the previous local election was held in 2010, as in fact borne 
by public records. 

An obvious implication, too, is that in between these election years -
2010 and 2013 - Dano could have very well re-established her residence in 
Sevilla and complied with the one-year residence requirement, although she 
did not participate in the 2010 elections. 

Thus, from an evidentiary perspective, the Election Officer's 
Certification could not have served to prove that Dano was not a resident of 
Sevilla, Bohol for one year immediately preceding the May 13, 2013 
Elections. At most, it could have only proven that Dano did not participate 
in the elections held prior to October 30, 2012 (the date the Certification was 
issued). 

D. The COMELEC's Grave Abuse of 
Discretion. 

Based on the law and the jurisprudential parameters, I conclude that 
the Comelec grossly misappreciated the import of the pieces of evidence the 
parties presented, so that it arrived at the wrong conclusions. 

38 See Mitra v. Comelec, supra note 16; and Sabili v. Comelec, G.R. No. 193261, April 24, 2012, 
670 SCRA 664. r 
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In legalese, the Comelec grossly erred because it relied on the wrong 
factual and legal considerations and thereby gravely abused the exercise 
of its discretion. 

D(l). Dano's Evidence of Intent. 

That Dano met the residency requirement for the mayoralty post in 
Sevilla under the settled jurisprudential rules and precedents is amply shown 
by the considerations below. 

First, Dano started her resettlement moves to a new domicile of 
choice as early as the first quarter of 2012 when she began living in her 
ancestral home in 'Barangay Poblacion, Sevilla. Based on her intent to 
resettle, she secured a community tax certificate (CTC) on February 2, 
2012 and a copy of her birth certificate from the Office of the Civil Registrar 
of Sevilla on January 30, 2012. 

From the perspective of intent, Dano had already made up her mind to 
resettle in Sevilla as early as January 2012. She began to implement her 
intent by making her presence felt there, not only by resettling in her 
ancestral home, but by securing her CTC. 

Lest these discussions be misunderstood, any concrete and overt 
resettlement moves Dano made during the first quarter of 2012 confirms 
only her intention to re-establish her domicile in Sevilla, NOT the fact of 
her actual physical residence. Thus, I do not posit that her residence in 
Sevilla (for purposes of the one-year residency requirement) began on 
February 2, 2012 when she secured her CTC. 

As of February 2, 2012, Dano was still an American citizen - as she 
had not yet re-acquired her Philippine citizenship - who had no right to 
permanently reside in the Philippines, save only in the instances and under 
the conditions our Immigration laws allow to foreign citizens. Any period of 
stay which she may have spent in Sevilla prior to her reacquisition of 
Philippine citizenship cannot be counted in her favour. 

Second, on March 30, 2012, Dano reacquired her Philippine 
citizenship under the provisions of RA No. 9225. She thereafter applied for 
voter registration in Sevilla on May 2, 2012 pursuant to the right granted her 
by RA No. 9225. 

She followed up these moves by purchasing two parcels of land and 
a residential building in Sevilla on May 18, 2012. 

Also, in her subsequent travel to the U.S. on May 10, 2012, she used 
her Philippine passport, clearly showing her self-identification as a 
Filipino citizen who resides in Sevilla, Bohol. 

r 
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As I fully explained above, entitlement to the civil and political rights 
that RA No. 9225 grants, attaches when the requirements of this law have 
been completed and citizenship reacquisition is approved. 

Under these terms, Dano secured the right to reside permanently in 
the Philippines beginning March 30, 2012 when she reacquired 
Philippine citizenship. On May 2, 2012, she fully exercised this right to 
permanently reside in Sevilla by applying for voter registration in this 
municipality. 

This concrete and overt act of applying for voter registration in Sevilla 
(after she had reacquired her Philippine citizenship), fully supported by her 
antecedent moves establishing her intention and by her companion moves 
centered on Sevilla, operates as the critical point that determined when she 
re-established her domicile in Sevilla - her new domicile of choice. For 
clarity, these companion moves were her purchase of real property in Sevilla 
and her use of her Philippine passport in her subsequent travels to the U.S. 

In other words, these pieces of evidence supported and made clear 
Dano's INTENT to effect a CHANGE of RESIDENCE from the U.S. to 
Sevilla, Bohol. Thus, beginning May 2, 2012, Dano again became a 
resident of Sevilla. This period - from May 2, 2012 up to the election of 
May 13, 2013 - more than sufficiently complied with the one-year residency 
requirement. 

Third, Dano started winding up her U.S. affairs in May 2012 when 
she went to the U.S. This was followed by her renunciation of her U.S. 
citizenship and all other foreign citizenships, on September 30, 2012. Her 
U.S. trip in May 2012 bore fruit when her U.S. properties were sold in 
March 2013. 

These additional moves subsequent to May 2, 2012 concretized and 
made undoubtedly clear her resolve to reside for good in Sevilla. At this 
point, when she had finally settled all her U.S. affairs - and which 
effectively removed all reasons for her to return to the U.S. - all doubts as to 
her domicile had been settled. 

To summarize: Dano hinted at her intention to resettle in Sevilla as 
early as the first quarter of 2012, which intention she supported with overt 
moves that clarified this intent. On May 2, 2012, she acted on this intention 
by actually residing in and declaring herself as resident of Sevilla, after she 
reacquired her Philippine citizenship with its concomitant rights and 
responsibilities. Finally, she concretized her intention and acts by severing 
all ties with the U.S. 

All these separate strands, taken together and read in relation with one 
another, show a pattern of action all indicating Dano's intent to reassume 
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Filipino citizenship; to change her domicile to Sevilla, Bohol; and to sever 
her ties with the U.S. - business, residential, and professional. 

Unfortunately, the Comelec chose to disregard all these glaring and 
self-explanatory evidence of intent and implementing action. This gross 
disregard of evidence on record cannot but be grave abuse of discretion. 

D(2). The Conflicting Affidavits. 

Apart from Dano' s incremental moves, the conclusion that she had re
established her domicile in Sevilla is further supported by the affidavits of 
Tristan Cabagnot (the Punong Barangay of Poblacion, Sevilla where Dano 
resides) and Praxides G. Mosqueda (a retiree and long-time resident of 
Sevilla). 

The Comelec quickly brushed these affidavits aside in favor of the 
affidavit of Ceferino Digal, the father of private respondent Digal and the 
husband of Dano' s rival during the May 13, 2013 Elections. These 
decisional moves lay bare the stark reality that evidence-wise, the Digals 
had only themselves and did not appear to have the support of others in 
the community to testify to Dano's residential circumstances. 

I refuse to accept as valid the challenged rulings' approach that fully 
recognized and gave weight to the obviously biased declaration of Ceferino 
Digal, in disregard of the substantively weightier, unbiased and more 
reliable sworn statement of the Punong Barangay. 

In Mitra v. Comelec,39 the Court declared that the sworn statement of 
the Punong Barangay should carry a lot more weight since it is the business 
of a punong barangay to know who the residents are in his own barangay. 
The Court similarly ruled in this wise in SabiU v. Comelec 40 as it declared 
that the Comelec cannot deny the strength of a barangay captain's 
certification establishing bodily presence. 

The affidavits of Tristan Cabagnot and Praxides G. Mosqueda 
categorically stated, among others, that Dano had been returning to Sevilla 
every year, sometimes even twice a year, and stays in her ancestral house 
when she was still an American citizen. These affidavits also enumerated 
the activities that she participated in whenever she was in Sevilla, i.e., 
pastoral council meetings and the fiesta events. Tristan Cabagnot's affidavit 
likewise stated that during the times Dano was in Sevilla, they discussed the 
future of their hometown as well as Dano's plans to return home and 
settle there for good. In contrast, the affidavit of Ceferino Digal simply 
generally denied these claims. 

39 

40 

Supra note 16. 
See Section 389 in relation with Section 394 of the Local Government Code regarding the powers, 
duties and functions of the punong barangay. 
Supra note 38, at 696. t 
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Compared with one another, the affidavits of Tristan Cabagnot and 
Praxides G. Mosqueda cannot but carry greater intrinsic worth than the 
affidavit of Ceferino Digal; they speak of Dano as a person they 
intimately know and whose intention to return to the Philippines 
permanently as well as actual stay in the Philippines, they can 
authoritatively testify to. These, Ceferino Digal could only deny in general 
terms. 

D(3)(a). Conclusion from the 
Parties' Evidence. 

Based on these considerations, I find that Dano has more than 
sufficiently proven by substantial evidence the animus manendi and the 
animus non revertendi that jurisprudence requires, as well as her actual 
physical residence in Sevilla, through acts taken pursuant to her 
expressed intent. 

To conclude that Dano has not re-established her domicile in Sevilla 
despite the abandonment of her US domicile would not only violate the rule 
that a man must have a domicile or residence somewhere.41 More than 
anything, it would result in the absurd situation where a returning and 
reacquiring Filipino citizen, despite having abandoned his or her foreign 
domicile, would not still be resident of the Philippines. 

In evidentiary terms, to misappreciate the substance and the import of 
Dano' s affidavit, and to recognize the narrow Digal affidavit, is to commit 
grave abuse in the appreciation of these pieces of evidence. 

When grave abuse of discretion clearly attended the Comelec's 
decision, or when the Comelec acted arbitrarily, capriciously or without 
rational basis, or when it otherwise grossly misappreciated the evidence 
of such nature as to compel a contrary conclusion, the Comelec's 
findings and conclusions cannot bind this Court.42 In this situation, the 
Court must set these findings aside in compliance with its constitutional 
mandate. 

D(3)(b) The binding effect of the Comelec's 
factual findings, as applied in Japzon v. Comelec, 
does not apply to the present case. 

In Japzon v. Comelec, 43 the Court did not disturb the factual findings 
of the Comelec because these findings were in fact fully supported by 
substantial evidence. Findings of facts of administrative agencies that are 
fully supported by substantial evidence, or such amount of relevant evidence 

41 

42 

43 

See Jalosjos v. Commission on Elections, supra note 25, at 576-577. 
Id. 
Supra note 21. r 
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that a reasonable mind would accept as adequate to justify a conclusion, 44 do 
not give rise to a grave abuse of discretion situation; these findings were 
therefore binding and conclusive on the Court. 

As discussed, the Comelec' s actions and findings in the present case 
were not supported by substantial evidence and in fact disregarded the 
substantial evidence on record. Thus, these findings were made with grave 
abuse of discretion. Thus, the ruling that this Court made in Japzon cannot 
apply. 

E. Dano 's four-month stay in the U.S. cannot 
be taken against her and considered an 
interruption of the Philippine domicile she 
had claimed and established. 

In the same vein, I find the Comelec's observation - that Dano's 
departure for and four-month stay in the U.S., is evidence of her lack of 
bodily presence in Sevilla that belied her intention to abandon her domicile 
in the U.S. - to be grossly erroneous. I find this observation to be grossly 
incorrect for three reasons. 

First, a person's domicile once established is considered to continue 
and will not be deemed lost until a new one is established.45 

The rationale behind this rule is simple: domicile is an abstract 
concept that attaches to the place, not to the body of the person. Thus, 
once a person, or a candidate, establishes domicile in a particular locality, 
that domicile continues wherever he or she may be found at any given time. 
Domicile does not attach to the person's body such that it will change with 
the change in the person's location. 

To reiterate, for emphasis, Dano already re-established her domicile in 
Sevilla, reflected: in terms of intent by no less than her antecedent moves, 
i.e., her stay in Sevilla starting from the first quarter of 2012 as well as her 
acquisition of a CTC within the same period; and, in terms of her actual re
establishment moves, i.e., her reacquisition of Filipino citizenship on March 
30, 2012 as well as her application for voter registration on May 2, 2012. 

Once established, her re-established domicile in Sevilla continue and 
cannot be deemed lost, much less interrupted, until she replaces it with 
another newer domicile. 

Accordingly, her four-month stay in the U.S. should not be taken 
against her so as to disqualify her from running for local public office; she 
continued to be domiciled in Sevilla although she was in fact travelling 
outside the Philippines. This conclusion becomes compelling when it is 

44 

45 
See Section 5, Rule 133 of the Rules of Court. 
See Co v. Electoral Tribunal of the House of Representatives, 276 Phil. 758, 792-793 (1991). 
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considered that her U.S. activities - the divestment of her U.S. properties -
all pointed to her abandonment of her U.S. residency and the confirmation of 
her intent to assume both Filipino citizenship and residency. 

Second, to require continuous, uninterrupted or substantial actual 
bodily presence imposes on Filipinos reacquiring their Philippine citizenship 
under RA No. 9225, a difficult, if not an impossible, condition should they 
choose to run for local public office. 

The condition - of continuous, uninterrupted or substantial actual 
bodily presence in the locality - will effectively prevent them from engaging 
in any meaningful activity - whether for employment, conduct of business, 
recreation, or otherwise the settlement of their remaining foreign affairs -
outside of their locality for at least one year immediately preceding the 
election date. In simple terms, the condition will effectively restrict their 
mobility and render them prisoners in the locality for an entire one-year 
period. 

Without doubt, Dano's four-month travel to the U.S. resulted in her 
physical or bodily absence in Sevilla during this period. The residence that 
the Constitution and our election laws, however, contemplate domicile, not 
mere physical or bodily presence, in the constituency where the candidate 
seeks to be elected. 

Thus, as long as the candidate or would-be candidate has established 
domicile in his or her constituency, any intervening absence therefrom, no 
matter how long and unless a new domicile elsewhere has been established, 
will not and cannot result in the loss of that domicile. To require and insist 
on this absurd condition runs counter to the law's spirit and intent. 

Third, no such intent can be gleaned from the terms of RA No. 9225 
and the LGC or even from their combined reading. In other words, the 
proposition imposes a condition that the law does not impose. 

To quote Section 39 of the LGC for emphasis: "[an] elective local 
official must be a citizen of the Philippines, a registered voter in the 
barangay, municipality, city, province or x x x the district where he intends 
to be elected; resident therein for at least one (I) year immediately 
preceding the day of the election xx x." 

Under these terms, Section 39 attaches only two conditions to the 
residency requirement: first, that the residency must be in the locality, i.e., 
barangay, municipality, etc., where the elective local official intends to be 
elected; and second, that the residency in the locality be for at least one year 
immediately preceding the election date. 

Section 39 of the LGC, significantly, does not require the elective 
local official to be in his home locality twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven 
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(7) days a week for the entire one-year period, but only that the official had 
been a resident therein for at least one year immediately preceding the 
election date; only the intent to reside must be there, supported by facts 
showing actions pursuant to this intent.46 

E(l). Supporting Jurisprudence on 
the Nature of the Required 
Residence. 

As the Court pointed out in Fernandez v. HRET, 47 the law does not 
require a person to be in his home twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) 
days a week, to fulfill the residency requirement. In fact, the absence from 
residence to pursue studies or practice a profession does not constitute loss 
f "d 48 o res1 ence. 

In the closely similar case of Japzon v. Comelec,49 the Court 
unanimously dismissed the petition for CoC cancellation filed by Manuel B. 
Japzon against the respondent candidate Jaime S. Ty. Like Dano, Ty made 
several trips abroad to Thailand, from July 14 to 18, 2006, and to the U.S., 
from October 31, 2006 to January 19, 2007. 

In denying Japzon's petition, the Court emphatically ruled: "[t}here is 
no basis for this Court to require Ty to stay in and never leave at all 
the Municipality of General Macarthur, Eastern Samar, for the full one-year 
period prior to the 14 May 2007 local elections so that he could be 
considered a resident thereof To the contrary, the Court has previously 
ruled that absence from residence to pursue studies or practice a profession 
or registration as a voter other than in the place where one is elected, does 

. l ,/' "d " 50 not constitute oss OJ resz ence. 

To require continuous actual bodily presence or substantial physical 
presence in the locality during the entire one-year period, would effectively 
add a third condition to the statutory durational residency requirement of 
Section 39 of the LGC. Any contrary ruling from this Court would result in 
prohibited judicial legislation. 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

See Papandayan, Jr. v. Commission on Elections, 430 Phil. 754, 768-770 (2002), where the Court 
summarized the different principles and concepts in jurisprudence relating to the residency 
requirement for local elective office. Citing Abella v. Commission on Elections and Larazzabal v. 
Commission on Elections (supra note 24) the Court in Papandayan declared that "the 
determination of a person[s] legal residence or domicile largely depends upon the intention that 
may be inferred from his acts, activities, and utterances." 
See also Japzon v. Comelec. supra note 21, citing Papandayan, Jr. v. Commission on Elections; 
and Fernandez v. HRET, 623 Phil. 628 (2009), citing Japzon v. Comelec. 
Fernandez v. HRET, supra note 46. 
See Faypon v. Quirino, 96 Phil. 294 (1954). 
Supra note 21. 
Id. at 366-367. The Court added: "[t}he Court also notes, that even with his trips to other 
countries, Ty was actually present in the Municipality of General Macarthur, Eastern Samar, 
Philippines, for at least nine of the 12 months preceding the 14 May 2007 local elections. Even if 
length of actual stav in a place is not necessarily determinative of the fact ofresidence therein. it 
does strongly support and is onlv consistent with Ty's avowed intent in the instant case to 
establish residence/domicile in the Municipa/JJy_gf_General Macarthur. Eastern Samar. " 
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E(2). Dano's Trip to the U.S. was 
fully explained and justified. 

G.R. No. 210200 

I likewise find the Comelec' s approach in appreciating Dano' s four
month absence in Sevilla to be unreasonable, as it is a mechanistic approach 
that disregards the attendant circumstances of Dano' s travel. The Comelec 
obviously misses the critical point that Dano's departure for the U.S. was 
necessary, unavoidable, and demanded no less than by her clear intention to 
transfer her domicile to Sevilla and to abandon her U.S. domicile. 

To repeat, Dano 's intention to re-establish her domicile in Sevilla 
cannot but be certain: she resettled in her ancestral home in the first quarter 
of 2012; later obtained a CTC; re-acquired her Philippine citizenship; 
applied for voter registration; purchased real property in Sevilla; and 
eventually renounced her foreign citizenship in September of 2012. All 
these bespeak of the intent and action to establish a new domicile in Sevilla. 

In these lights, Dano clearly had to go back to the U.S. at some point 
to wind up her U.S. affairs and to sell the U.S. properties she would no 
longer need in Sevilla. Under these circumstances, her departure for and 
four-month stay in the U.S. was justifiable, necessary, and unavoidable. 

Digal rejected this commonsensical view by stressing that Dano 
should have settled her U.S. property affairs before applying for voter 
registration in Sevilla. To her, this early move would have afforded her 
more time to properly fulfill the requirement set by law. 

This second-guessing approach, of course, does not deserve serious 
legal consideration as it uses clearly subjective non-legal standards and puts 
forward a very personal and subjective evaluation based on what they see as 
the appropriate course of action to take in winding up Dano' s foreign 
property affairs. 

Note, however, that whether proper or not, Dano's decision to wind 
up her property affairs later, rather than sooner, as they would have settled 
things, is clearly immaterial to the determination of Dano' s compliance with 
the residency requirement: the winding up of a candidate's property 
affairs in another country is not a qualification requirement under the 
law nor is it a condition to the residency requirement. It should not even 
be a material consideration in this case as it is not contrary to our election 
laws or regulated by jurisprudence, and should not be taken against a 
candidate who has shown sufficient justification for the trip. 

~ 
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F. Under the evidentiary situation of the case, 
no basis exists to conclude that Dano 
committed deliberate material 
misrepresentation sufficient to cancel her 
CoC. 

The present petition for certiorari51 arose from the petition to cancel 
Dano' s CoC. In this context, the nature and requisites of a CoC cancellation 
proceeding are and should be the primary considerations in the resolution of 
the present petition. 

F(l). The character of the false material 
representation required in a CoC 
cancellation proceeding. 

A petition to cancel CoC is governed by Section 74 in relation with 
Section 78 of the Omnibus Election Code (OEC). As these provisions 
operate, the would-be candidate must state only true facts in the CoC as any 
false representation of a material fact may lead to the cancellation or denial 
of the CoC. These provisions read: 

51 

SEC. 74. Contents of certificate of candidacy. The certificate of 
candidacy shall state that the person filing it is announcing his candidacy 
for the office stated therein and that he is eligible for said office; if for 
Member of the Batasang Pambansa, the province, including its 
component cities, highly urbanized city or district or sector which he seeks 
to represent; the political party to which he belongs; civil status; his date 
of birth; residence; his post office address for all election purposes; his 
profession or occupation; that he will support and defend the Constitution 
of the Philippines and will maintain true faith and allegiance thereto; that 
he will obey the laws, legal orders, and decrees promulgated by the duly 
constituted authorities; that he is not a permanent resident or immigrant to 
a foreign country; that the obligation imposed by his oath is assumed 
voluntarily, without mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that 
the facts stated in the certificate of candidacy are true to the best of 
his knowledge. 

xx xx 

SEC. 78. Petition to deny due course to or cancel a certificate of 
candidacy. A verified petition seeking to deny due course or to cancel a 
certificate of candidacy may be filed by any person exclusively on the 
ground that any material representation contained tlterein as required 
under Section 74 ltereof is false. The petition may be filed at any time 
not later than twenty-five days from the time of the filing of the certificate 
of candidacy and shall be decided, after due notice and hearing not later 
than fifteen days before the election. [Emphasis and underscoring 
supplied.] 

Rollo, pp. 3-15. 
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In Mitra v. Comelec,52 the Court explained that the false 
representation that these provisions mention necessarily pertains to a 
material fact, or those that refer to a candidate's qualification for elective 
office. The false representation must also be a deliberate attempt to mislead, 
misinform, or hide a fact that would otherwise render a candidate ineligible 
as provided under Section 78. 

Thus, the false representation must be made with the intention to 
deceive the electorate with respect to the would-be candidate's qualification 
for public office. It cannot be the result of a mere innocuous mistake, nor 
can it exist in a situation where the intent to deceive is patently absent, or 
where no deception on the electorate results. This must be so for, after all, 
any material falsity will bar a candidate who falsifies from running; even if 
he runs and is elected, he will likewise be barred from serving. In either 
case, he can be prosecuted for violation of the election laws.53 

E(2). Burden of proof in CoC cancellation 
proceedings. 

The present private respondent Digal was the petitioner before the 
Comelec who sought the cancellation of Dano' s CoC and she carried the 
burden under Section 78 to prove that Dano falsely represented her 
residency qualifications in her CoC. As the original petitioner, Digal had to 
prove what she claimed to be false representations. 

Thus viewed, the main issue in the case before the Comelec was the 
false material representation, which essentially rested on the premises of 
residence - had Dano observed the requisite qualifying period of residence? 

E(3). Application of these standards to 
Dano's case. 

Based on these standards, I find it clear that Dano did not commit any 
false representation, deliberate or otherwise, in her CoC. By stating that she 
was a resident of Sevilla for more than one year immediately preceding the 
election date, she firmly believed, backed up by her clear intention and 
factually proven positive actions, that she had indeed re-established her 
domicile in Sevilla. In other words, Dano's intent to re-establish her Sevilla 
domicile was qualitatively and quantitatively supported by her acts that 
clearly evinced her intent. 

From the evidentiary perspective, the evidence confirming her 
residence in Sevilla decidedly tilts in her favor. Even in a worst case 
scenario, as the Court similarly pointed out in Mitra, the evidence in her 
favor cannot go below the level of an equipoise,54 such that the evidence of 

52 

53 

54 

Supra note 16, at 753. 
Id. at 780. 
Id. fr 
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Dano' s transfer and residence in Sevilla must prevail when weighed against 
Digal's evidence that she has maintained her residence in the U.S. 

Based on these considerations, I conclude that the Comelec 
completely failed to consider the statutory standards that should have 
governed its action in the CoC cancellation proceedings. The Comelec 
failed to take into account Dano's submission, thus leading it to its grossly 
erroneous conclusions. It likewise failed to take into account the burden-of
proof standard that should have governed as it weighed Dano and Digal' s 
presented evidence to determine whether Dano had indeed committed false 
material representation in her CoC when she claimed to have resided in 
Sevilla for at least one year immediately preceding the May 13, 2013 
elections. 

These glaring Comelec errors apparently resulted from its use of the 
wrong considerations and from its gross misreading of the evidence - i.e., 
that Dano made a false representation and that this false representation was 
made with deliberate intent. This is the kind of egregious error, constitutive 
of grave abuse of discretion, that allows this Court to step in and to 
invalidate the Comelec's ruling. 

G. At any rate, all doubts should have been 
resolved in favor of Dano 's qualification: the 
mandate of the people of Sevilla that elected 
Dano as their Mayor should be respected and 
upheld. 

Independently of the residence requirement issue, the Court cannot 
and should not ignore the undeniable fact that the people of Sevilla, Bohol 
made their own ruling when they elected Dano as their Mayor in the May 
13, 2013 elections despite the "non-resident" label that her political 
opponents sought to pin on her. 

The people of Sevilla have spoken and chosen Dano as their Mayor. 
She received an overwhelming 3,292 votes or 54%, over her rival's meagre 
2,624 votes or 43%, of the total votes cast in the May 2013 Elections. Under 
this situation, everyone - including this Court - should heed the majority's 
verdict by resolving all doubts in favor of Dano's eligibility. In the words of 
Frivaldo v. Comelec, 55 the law and the courts, including this Court, must 
accord Dano every possible protection, defense and refuge, in deference to 
the popular will. 

55 

In any action involving the possibility of a reversal of the popular 
electoral choice, this Court must exert utmost effort to resolve the issues 
in a manner that would give effect to the will of tlte majority, for it is 
merely sound public policy to cause elective offices to be filled by those 
who are the choice of the majority. To successfully challenge a winning 
candidate's qualifications, the petitioner must clearly demonstrate that the 

326 Phil. 521, 574 (1996). 
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ineligibility is so patently antagonistic to constitutional and legal 
principles that overriding such ineligibility and thereby giving effect to the 
apparent will of the people would ultimately create greater prejudice to 
the very democratic institutions and juristic traditions that our 
Constitution and laws so zealously protect and promote. 56 

The various pieces of evidence in this case convincingly show that the 
people of Sevilla have been well acquainted with Dano's background, 
character and qualifications, among others~ and that she, in tum, has not 
been oblivious to the needs, difficulties, aspirations, and potential for growth 
and development of Sevilla and its people. 

These are the concerns that animate elections and its residency 
requirement. 57 These were the issues, too, that the electorate of Sevilla voted 
upon when they elected Dano. Under the circumstances, deference to the 
electorate's choice would strengthen the very democratic institutions and 
juristic traditions that our Constitution and laws so zealously protect and 
promote. 

It is only during the elections and referenda that the people can 
directly affect the manner by which the government should be run; through 
these political exercises they decide on who they want to run the government 
for them. Accordingly, no entity - the executive, the legislative, or even the 
judiciary - can rightfully interfere in this democratic decision-making 
process and dictate on the people's choice unless there are clear legal 
reasons for interference. The existence of a doubt, particularly after the 
people have spoken, is not a reason for interference. Our most cherished 
democracy demands no less than the utmost respect for the will of the 
electorate. 

In saying this, I clarify and stress, in the way Court did in Mitra, 58 that 
CoC defects beyond matters of form and which involve material 
misrepresentation cannot avail of the benefit of the ruling that CoC 
mandatory requirements before elections are considered merely directory 
after the people shall have spoken. "Where a material CoC 
misrepresentation under oath is made, thereby violating both our election 
and criminal laws, we are faced as well with an assault on the will of the 
people of the Philippines as expressed in our laws. In a choice between 
provisions on material qualifications of elected officials, on the one hand, 

56 

57 

58 

Id. at 574-575. 
See Gallego v. Verra, 73 Phil. 453, 459 (1941), where the Court held that: "the manifest intent of 
the law in fixing a residence qualification is to exclude a stranger or newcomer, unacquainted 
with the conditions and needs of a community and not identified with the latter, from an elective 
office to serve that community xx x. " 
See also Fernandez v. HRET, supra note 46, where the Court similarly noted that "the residency 
requirement is a means to prevent a stranger or newcomer from holding office on the assumption 
that such stranger or newcomer would be insufficiently acquainted with the needs of his 
prospective constituents." 
Supra note 16, at 792-793. 
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and the will of the electorate in any given locality, on the other, the Court 
cannot choose the electorate's will. "59 

H. Conclusion. 

To finally reiterate, Dano has not committed any false representation 
in her CoC as she had been a resident of Sevilla for at least one year 
immediately preceding the May 13, 2013 election date. She could legally 
reside in the country as early as March 30, 2012 when she re-acquired 
Philippine citizenship under RA No. 9225, and she indisputably acted 
pursuant to this right when she applied for voter registration in Sevilla on 
May 2, 2012 (or more than a year before the May 12, 2013 elections). No 
reason, therefore, exists to nullify her CoC on the basis of false material 
representation. 

59 

For these reasons, I vote to GRANT the petition. 

Id. at 793. 
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